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Overview 

About Teck Resources Limited 

 

Proudly Canadian, Teck is a diversified natural resource company and global sustainability leader with 

business units focused on copper, zinc and steelmaking coal, as well as investments in energy assets. 

Headquartered in Vancouver, we own, or have interests in, 11 operations in Canada, the United States, 

Chile and Peru. In Canada, we own the country’s largest open-pit copper mine; an integrated zinc and 

lead smelting and refining complex; four steelmaking coal mines; copper and steelmaking coal 

development projects; and part ownership of a port and an oil sands operation. Teck directly employs 

over 10,000 people around the world, including 8,000 people across Canada. 

 

Introduction 

 

As the post-COVID-19 world takes shape, Canada’s mining sector remains cautiously optimistic for the 

future. Following a downturn at the start of the pandemic, commodity markets recovered and have 

remained relatively stable as global demand for the critical minerals and metals produced in Canada 

continues to grow. As the economic recovery continues, it is imperative that Budget 2022 chart a fiscal 

course forward that positions Canada as a competitive, innovative and sustainable business jurisdiction 

for the long-term. As such, we urge this Committee and the Government of Canada to consider the 

comments and recommendations outlined below that seek to address three of the most pressing priorities 

we face today: advancing the competitiveness of Canada’s post-pandemic economy; enhancing 

Indigenous economic reconciliation; and tackling the global challenge of climate change. 

 

Comments and Recommendations   

Advance the Competitiveness of Canada’s Post-Pandemic Economy 

 

Recommendation 1: Set action plans with short- and long-term objectives for developing 

Canada’s critical minerals sector 

At Teck, we know that critical minerals are key ingredients in green technologies for a lower-carbon future 

(e.g., steelmaking coal) as well as public health solutions for preventing the spread of harmful bacteria 

and viruses (e.g., copper applied on high-touch surfaces).1 We also know that critical minerals markets 

are extremely competitive and global mining jurisdictions are vying to become the world’s supplier of 

choice. China is currently the largest supplier of critical minerals and other jurisdictions are taking action 

to catch up. For example, the U.S. released its critical minerals strategy in June 2019, which focuses on 

locating domestic supplies of minerals and expediting permitting for mineral development projects. 

Similarly, the European Union announced actions in September 2020 for making Europe’s critical raw 

materials supply more secure, sustainable and competitive. In a rapidly growing critical minerals market, 

these jurisdictions are racing ahead while Canada remains positioned near the starting line.  

 

We recommend that Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) prioritize setting action plans within the critical 

minerals strategy to expeditiously develop critical minerals in Canada and support the sale and export of 

these products for use in clean infrastructure around the world. In practice, this should include 

investments in technology to support the development of low-carbon mines, tax and monetary incentives 

to increase the competitiveness of marginal projects, and supporting market development for Canadian 

critical minerals through trade agreements with major trading partners.  

 
1 Teck Resources Limited: “Copper & Health Program”.  

https://www.teck.com/responsibility/approach-to-responsibility/global-citizenship/copper-&-health/
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Recommendation 2: Support mining projects that create jobs and produce commodities for the 

world’s transition to a lower carbon future 

The Canadian Minerals and Metals Plan describes Canada as a global mining powerhouse and an envy 

of the world due to Canadian leadership and expertise at every link along the mining chain. While Canada 

does have enviable strengths as a global mining jurisdiction, significant weaknesses remain, namely 

around project development and federal regulatory processes. An efficient regulatory system is integral to 

the competitiveness and success of Canadian natural resource industries. Unfortunately, Canada’s 

regulatory system creates complexity and global investors are being driven away by the absence of 

systems that can assess and decide on major natural resource projects in a timely and predictable 

fashion. This is in contrast to the competing jurisdiction of Australia, where mining projects receive public 

political support from federal leaders, as well as financial support.2 Improving our regulatory system would 

help restore Canada’s position as a world-leading investment jurisdiction for natural resources while 

boosting the competitiveness of the Canadian mining sector, its workforce and the innovative, science-

based solutions for effective climate action and environmental performance.  

 

We recommend the Government of Canada continue to improve the federal regulatory system. While 

Teck is supportive of the goals embedded within the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples, greater clarity is required as it relates to implementing the updated mandate for the 

Impact Assessment Agency of Canada, and establishing clear processes for seeking Indigenous consent. 

As Canada plans its post-COVID-19 economy, ensuring that the federal regulatory system is timely, fair 

and predictable to enable critical project development will be central to our economic recovery and 

investment attractiveness for the long-term. 

 

Recommendation 3: Invest in more Asia-Pacific trade-enabling infrastructure  

Teck is Canada’s single largest shipper, and in our decades of experience as a rail user and majority 

owner of a port facility, we know that efficient and cost-effective infrastructure provides a safe and 

sustainable means of transporting bulk products to markets abroad while supporting local communities 

and the Canadian economy at large. Teck welcomes trade-related initiatives this government has 

introduced to promote economic growth, job creation and competitiveness. For example, we support the 

$1.9 billion recently announced to recapitalize the National Trade Corridors Fund (NTCF). The NTCF has 

previously invested in projects to improve the flow of freight traffic in B.C.’s Lower Mainland, including 

new overpasses and upgrades to existing rail tracks and port terminals. These investments have helped 

address bottlenecks in Western Canada’s trade corridors and have subsequently facilitated Canadian 

exports to markets abroad. We believe more investments are needed to continue modernizing Canada’s 

infrastructure and support Canadian exporters in an increasingly more competitive global trade 

environment.  

 

We recommend that Transport Canada work with stakeholders to expeditiously advance trade-enabling 

infrastructure projects in Western Canada to further trade in the Asia-Pacific region. For example, the 

New Westminster Rail Bridge, a single-track swing rail bridge built in 1904, has long been identified as a 

key choke point in B.C.’s Lower Mainland for goods movement to port and is in urgent need of 

replacement. With growing economies in Asia and tremendous commercial opportunities for Canadian 

exporters, it is critical that the Government of Canada focus on the Asia-Pacific region with strategic 

investments, such as the New Westminster Rail Bridge, to boost Canada’s trade competitiveness for the 

post-pandemic world.  

 
2 Australian Mining: “Pembroke gets government funding for Olive Downs”, July 1, 2021. 

https://www.australianmining.com.au/news/pembroke-receives-government-funding-for-olive-downs-coal-project/
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Enhance Indigenous Economic Reconciliation 

 

Recommendation 4: Increase Indigenous participation in Canada’s mining sector through a new 

Indigenous Mining Initiative modelled after the Indigenous Forestry Initiative 

NRCan administers the Indigenous Forestry Initiative (IFI) that supports increased Indigenous 

participation in forestry-related opportunities, economic development and governance as well as 

increased collaboration between Indigenous Peoples and stakeholders.3 Investments in successful 

projects introduce new opportunities for Indigenous participation in the forestry sector and create and 

maintain jobs in Indigenous communities across the country. Like forestry, Canada’s mining sector is a 

vital source of economic and social benefits for Indigenous communities. While the mining industry is a 

major partner for Indigenous businesses and proportionally the largest heavy industrial employer of 

Indigenous Peoples in Canada (approximately 16,500 direct jobs),4 more investment by the federal 

government in training and skills development, as well as supporting the start-up and expansion of 

Indigenous businesses, would further increase opportunities and participation in Canada’s mining sector. 

 

We recommend that NRCan introduce and fund an Indigenous Mining Initiative pilot program modelled 

after the IFI. NRCan is contributing $13 million over three years (2020-23) to support Indigenous forestry 

projects through the IFI,5 and similar funding levels should be committed through a new Indigenous 

Mining Initiative pilot program that seeks to increase Indigenous participation in mining and ensure 

Indigenous capacity-building is focused on skills applicable to this sector.   

 

Tackle the Global Challenge of Climate Change  

 

Recommendation 5: Commit significant project funding as part of Canada’s Carbon Capture, 

Utilization and Storage Strategy 

The Government of Canada recognizes that carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) can play an 

essential role in the transition to a net-zero economy. As part of the NRCan CCUS Strategy, investment is 

needed to support research and development that will help to advance the technology, lower its costs, 

and make sure Canada stays ahead of the curve in the global market for CCUS. We were encouraged to 

see Finance Canada launch consultations on a new investment tax credit for a broad range of CCUS 

applications across different industrial subsectors, including blue hydrogen projects and direct air capture 

projects. A tax credit to encourage investments in CCUS is a good first step, but more needs to be done 

for Canada to secure its position as a global leader in this growing area. 

 

We recommend the Government of Canada commit significant funding for projects as part of the CCUS 

Strategy. This should include targeted investment in CCUS pilot projects across sectors in Canada, 

including in the mining sector. We believe supporting the real-world application of CCUS technologies in 

Canada will help to expedite the adoption of CCUS and help Canada to meet its GHG emissions 

reduction targets.  

  

 
3 Natural Resources Canada: “Indigenous Forestry Initiative”. 
4 Mining Association of Canada: “Mining Facts”. 
5 Natural Resources Canada: “Funding Available for Canada’s Indigenous Forest Sector”, May 5, 2021. 

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/science-and-data/funding-partnerships/funding-opportunities/forest-sector-funding-programs/indigenous-forestry-initiative/13125
https://mining.ca/resources/mining-facts/
https://www.canada.ca/en/natural-resources-canada/news/2021/05/funding-available-for-canadas-indigenous-forest-sector.html
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Recommendation 6: Bolster grid infrastructure and technology investment to support zero-

emission mines  

Mining companies are exploring options to decarbonize their operations, largely by using more renewable 

energy sources and electrifying their mines. To help meet Canada’s carbon neutrality commitments by 

2050, electrification will play a critical role in this transition. The largest source of GHG emissions at 

Teck’s Canadian mining operations is the use of diesel to power large mobile equipment. A promising 

way for Teck to eliminate these emissions will be converting energy-intense activities to either hydrogen 

or electric powered technologies. While all our operations are grid-connected, this technology change to 

utilize either hydrogen or electricity will require significant additional electricity and transmission to our 

sites. In order to make this transition to zero-emissions equipment, in addition to further development of 

grid infrastructure, mining equipment itself requires further advancement. For example, while some small 

pieces of equipment can be electrified today, ultra-class haul trucks like those used at mine sites require 

further development to become fully battery electric or hydrogen powered. Teck is a member of the 

Innovation for Cleaner, Safer Vehicles initiative, working with 27 of the world’s leading mining companies 

through the International Council on Mining and Metals, to develop a roadmap with equipment 

manufacturers for scaling up low-GHG mining equipment. Both expanded grid infrastructure, and new 

greener technologies, are critical to advance in parallel to achieve our shared carbon neutral goals.  

 

We recommend that the Government of Canada support opportunities to increase electrical grid capacity 

to electrify mines. More specifically, we recommend transmission infrastructure upgrades, such as 

twinning or replacing transmission lines to increase power capacity in rural and remote areas in B.C. We 

believe this investment is consistent with the Government of Canada’s long-term strategic infrastructure 

plans, as well as other federal initiatives like the Smart Renewables and Electrification Pathways Program 

and the Canada Infrastructure Bank’s Growth Plan to invest in significantly more clean power. We also 

recommend directed funding for programs that would support the research and development of large 

mobile zero-emission equipment, which would attract jobs, investment, and position Canada as a global 

leader in this emerging space. 


